Welcome to Courtney Paige
Photography!!!

are you ready to be on

Team 2023?

Meet Courtney
Passionate, Loves
Jesus, Loves people.
I love what I do. I thank
God every time I get to
spend time with my
seniors.

Married to my incredible
6 years & counting
husband, Nick
I love photography so
much that I've been doing
it professionally since I
was 18! That's probably or
close to your age! I love

I love getting to know

getting to know people &

people, being around a

sharing stories through my

bunch of strangers, and

work!

so much adventure!

My Style

Jesus follower -

this impacts who I am as a photographer and the service I
give you. Know that I am praying for you & your future. I
want to give you an excellent service because I believe
that's how God wants me to use my gifting to bless others.

Relational -

I care for you, I want to get to know you, the person God
has made you to be. I want to help make you feel
comfortable behind the camera, so I can capture your
life's important moments honestly.

Directive -

I'm a take-charge kinda gal. I'm a visionary, so I'll tell you
how to pose! We will figure out your outfits, locations, and
any personal touches before the session. We'll make it
happen & make it represent you!!

Airy, contrasted, & Warm My images are high quality, bright, warm, contrasted, with pops of color. When
editing, I focus on keeping skin tones natural. I craft well-compostioned images
that are centered or follow rule of thirds. I like to shoot with movement, laughs, or
looking away serious shots. I will also get a couple traditional smiling poses.

Team 2023
Session # 1
1 hour of coverage, 24-48 hour sneak peeks, online image gallery, up to 3 locations, up to 3 outfit changes, location & outfit assistance, 85+ images,
print rights, and gallery delivery within 30-days.

Session # 2
1 hour of coverage, 24-48 hour sneak peeks, online image gallery, up to 3 locations, up to 3 outfit changes, location & outfit assistance, 85+ images,
print rights, and gallery delivery within 30-days.

Team 2023 Hangout/Photoshoot Day
2 hour event, one fun group hang, online image gallery, up to 3 locations, up to 3 outfit changes, location & outfit assistance, 40+ images, print
rights, and gallery delivery within 30-days.

Extras
Style guide, goodie bag, t-shirt, 30min FaceTime, 15% off any other future lifestyle session.

Investment
$800
$30 for every hour of travel- NWA based

Let's do this!!!

